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Dealing with JavaScript

› Laravel app + some vanilla JS 

› Laravel app + Vue.js 

› Laravel API + Single page app



Considering  
Single Page Applications
› Frontend development 

› JavaScript frameworks 

› Web Performance 

› Developer experience 

› The history of the web





The project started with the philosophy 
that much academic information should 

be freely available to anyone.

Tim Berners-Lee



Information

1991



Presentation

1994



Interactivity

1996



Asynchronicity

2005



We use new rendering methods to make them [the maps] 
easier to read. Click and drag the map to view the 

adjacent area dynamically - there's no wait for a new 
image to download

Google Maps announcement post



JavaScript & AJAX enabled  
a next level of user experience



Optimistic design







A document is a static sheet of 
information. 

An app is a long-running process.





Somewhere down the road,  
web development became hard



Interactivity and design are 
enhancements for documents



Interactivity and design are 
first class citizens for apps



We're (ab)using the web for two 
completely different paradigms





We can't afford a sudden shift 
in web technologies



In the web's current state

› Building something is easy 

› Building something great requires effort







The web in 2018

› Is complicated 

› Sites resemble apps, not documents  

› Things are interactive & real-time 

› Apps that feel like native apps 

› Apps can work offline



UI complexity means 
embracing JavaScript



Single Page Applications



A single page application is a 
JavaScript program that 
contains your entire webapp



Your entire application is 
contained in a single script



Network speed &  
computing power

Bottlenecks





SPA's are very fast once loaded



What do SPA's mean for 
developers?



Unified language for  
building interfaces
› Traditional: server language + JavaScript 

› SPA: All JavaScript



The component model











Problems

› The template doesn't declare intent 

› Styles are global 

› Everything is scattered 

› Everything is implicitly coupled 

› Concerns aren't really separated









Things we fixed

› The component declares intent 

› Styles are scoped 

› Everything is coupled 

› (okay because it's not scattered anymore) 

› Separation of concerns...



😱😱😱 
You're mixing logic and presentation!!!! 

Do you even separation of concerns????? 





Too many concerns

› Submit button implementation details 

› Rendering a form 

› Handling a form











Unidirectional data flow







Components

› Better separation of concerns 

› Better developer experience by keeping 
code together 

› Less bugs with unidirectional data flow 

› Self-documentation & communication



Real-world example

Gestalt: Pinterest's UI library

https://pinterest.github.io/gestalt/#/


Back to SPA's

› Unified programming language 

› Better performance once loaded 

› Components are awesome



SPA's break browsers



Things we lose

› Browser history 

› Scroll position on back 

› Scripts like analytics 

› Loading indicators



When there's a runtime error, 
the whole page breaks



Infrastructure



Server side rendering



Without SSR

› Download scripts 

› Parse scripts 

› Run scripts 

› Retrieve data 

› Render the app (first meaningful paint) 

› Ready! (interactive)



With SSR

› Render incoming HTML from the server (first meaningful paint) 

› Download scripts 

› Parse scripts 

› Run scripts 

› Retrieve data 

› Make the existing HTML interactive 

› Ready! (interactive)



What are you building?

Is interactivity a first-class citizen?



Server side app & JS sprinkles

› All about content 

› It's simple 

› Document is immediately available 

› Complex interfaces are prone to become 
a ball of mud



API + Client side SPA

› API-first development 

› Needs to work offline 

› When backend doesn't provide much value 

› Scalability 

› SSR is hard



Server side app & JS framework

› Balanced complexity 

› Not the same DX as a SPA 

› Not the same UX as a well-built SPA





Getting started with SPA's

› vuejs/vue-cli 

› facebook/create-react-app



Thanks!
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